
What is knowledge? 

Task 1: Brainstorm 

Think-Pair-Share 



Plato: Knowledge is 
justified true belief. 



What justifies our belief that 
something is true, then?  

Philosopher Bertrand Russell’s:  

knowledge by acquaintance 

OR 

knowledge by description 



Knowledge by acquaintance  

• knowledge based on personal experience  

• places we have visited, books we have read, 
people we have met and spoken to 

• We sometimes describe knowledge by 
acquisition as ‘knowing how’ knowledge 

SO… 

What do you suppose 

knowledge by description means? 

 



Knowledge by description 

• knowledge that we have not acquired by 
direct experience 

• Places that we have only seen photos of, 
books we have just read reviews of, people we 
only know through other people. 

• We sometimes describe knowledge 
description as ‘knowing that’ 

 



Plato: Knowledge is 
justified true belief. 



What is truth? 

What does the word actually mean?  

How can we know it when we see it? 

How many different ways do we use 
the word truth?  



Task 2: 

• Write 3 statements or sentences that uses the 
word “true” or “truth” in a: 
– slightly different context  

– slightly different sense of the word 

– Ex:  
• He is a true friend.  

• My ring has a true diamond. 

 

• Brainstorm synonyms of the word truth/true 



Examples of sentences with various 
meanings of the word true: 

1. He is a true friend 

2. He has remained true to his beliefs 

3. A portrait that is truthful to its sitter 

4. I love you truly, madly, deeply  

5. She is wearing true emeralds 

6. A true replica of a Spurs football shirt 

7. The door is not hanging true 

8. She did not stay true to her boyfriend 

 



Common synonyms for ‘truth’ 

genuine  

faithful  

loyal  

original  

honest 

(…others?) 



So, what does true  
mean to us as knowers  

in Theory of Knowledge? 



Defining Truth in TOK… 

• Avoid thinking of what is usually defined as 
being the opposite of truth – something that 
is false, or a lie – because truth is something 
that often has degrees.  

• If we do not tell the complete story, for 
example, we are not necessarily ‘lying’, or 
telling any ‘falsehoods’, we are simply not 
presenting the entire truth.  


